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About Us
Digigaon Job Factory Foundation is created as 
Section 8 Co. registered under Companies Act 
2013 as a social enterprise in 2017 to empower 
women in India. DigiGaon which is being used to 
create jobs in rural India It is an implementable 
social project to demonstrate as to how the 
confluence of four interrelated Missions of our 
Hon’ble Prime Minister i.e. Digital India, Skill 
India; Make in India and Start/Stand Up India 
can help in converting the rural unemployment 
into entrepreneurship and making a strong 
social impact. 

“DigiGaon  Job  Factory  Foundation” – Converting 
unemployment into Intrapreneurship by 
creating Public Hotspots and Multi-skilling.

Our solutions
Owing to the Central Government of India 
policies and Schemes for projects to improve 
the economic activities in the country specially 
in rural women to give them economic 
empowerment and increase the standard of 
living of rural masses as well as to accelerate 
the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth of 
the country as a whole. It is well known fact 
that 10% increase in Broadband access can add 
up to 1.4% to the GDP growth of a developing 
nation. To this effect, the Govt. has announced 
many projects, few of them are interrelated 
and can cascade into the growth of economic 
activities in rural India with an overall objective 
of eradicating the poverty through generation 
of employment for the rural youth and to 
Provide the Urban Amenities in Rural India 
(PURA), under the ‘RURBAN’ mission of Govt.

Our Vision
“DigiGaon Job Factory Foundation” vision is to create One Million Rural Women Job at Grassroot 
Level in Villages.The unique objective of this Project is to create “Udhami Bahu” to empower 
daughter-in-law at Village Level.



This Public Enterprise Represents India's Energy Security Through its Pioneering Efforts.

Maharatna ONGC is the largest crude oil and natural gas Company in India, contributing 
around 75 per cent to Indian domestic production. Crude oil is the raw material used 
by downstream companies like IOC, BPCL, and HPCL (subsidiary of ONGC) to produce 
petroleum products like Petrol, Diesel, Kerosene, Naphtha, and Cooking Gas-LPG.

This largest natural gas company ranks 11th among global energy majors (Platts). It is 
the only public sector Indian company to feature in Fortune’s ‘Most Admired Energy 
Companies’ list. ONGC ranks 18th in ‘Oil and Gas operations’ and 183rd overall in 
Forbes Global 2000. Acclaimed for its Corporate Governance practices, Transparency 
International has ranked ONGC 26th among the biggest publicly traded global giants. 
It is most valued and largest E&P Company in the world, and one of the highest profit-
making and dividend-paying enterprise.

ONGC has a unique distinction of being a company with in-house service capabilities in 
all areas of Exploration and Production of oil & gas and related oil-field services. Winner 
of the Best Employer award, this public sector enterprise has a dedicated team of over 
30,000 professionals who toil round the clock in challenging locations.

ONGC Videsh is a wholly owned subsidiary of Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited 
(ONGC), the National Oil Company of India, and is India’s largest international oil and gas 
Company. ONGC Videsh has participation in 41 projects in 20 countries namely Azerbaijan, 
Bangladesh, Brazil, Colombia, Iraq, Israel, Iran, Kazakhstan, Libya, Mozambique, 
Myanmar, Namibia, Russia, South Sudan, Sudan, Syria, United Arab Emirates, Venezuela, 
Vietnam and New Zealand. ONGC Videsh maintains a balanced portfolio of 15 producing, 
4 discovered/under development, 18 exploratory and 4 pipeline projects. The Company 
currently operates/ jointly operates 21 projects. ONGC Videsh has 2P reserves of 675.721 
MMTOE as on 01 April 2019. For more information visit: www.ongcvidesh.com.

ONGC at a Glance



“Digigaon Job Factory”
Converting unemployment intoIntrapreneurship by 

creating Public Hotspotsand Multi-Skilling

A. Introduction
The Central Govt. of India has a great vision and has kick-
started many mission mode projects to improve the 
economic activities in the country specially in rural India 
(Bharat) to increase the productivity and standard of living 
of rural masses as well as to accelerate the Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) growth of the country as a whole to achieve 
the 5 trillion USD economy dream by 2024. It is well known 
fact that 10% increase in Broadband access can add up to 
1.4% to the GDP growth of a developing nation. To this effect, 
the Govt. has announced many projects, few of them are 
interrelated and can cascade into the growth of economic 
activities in rural India with an overall objective of eradicating 
the poverty through generation of employment for the rural 
youth and to Provide the Urban Amenities in Rural India 
(PURA), under the ‘RURBAN’ mission of Govt.

This note brings out an implementable social enterprise 
project to demonstrate as to how we can use the confluence 
(Sangam)of four interrelated programs to convertrural 
unemployment into entrepreneurship.
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i) Home delivery of urban broadband speed in rural.
ii) Cost Innovation through Local sourcing/ manufacturing.
iii) Multi- Skilling of unemployed youth in rural areas.
iv) Creating Intrepreneurs and converting “Job- Seekers” into “Job-Givers”

DigiGaon Job Factory
1 Million Blue-Collared Broadband Champions

Start/ Stand Up IndiaSkill IndiaDigital India Make in India
Broadband and ICT 

Access
Local Sourcing/
Manufacturing

Micro-financing 
Entrepreneurship

Productivity and
Employability

1 VLE (Village Local Entrepreneurship) per village------- 6.5 Lakhs
1 Multi-skilled Champion per Gram Panchayat (GP)----- 2.5 Lakhs

+ Multiplier Effect due to generation of economic activities

B. Confluence and Inter- relation of Mission- Mode Programs of Prime Minister



The confluence of the four-mission mode program will not only contribute in employability through 
entrepreneurship but will also facilitate in the increase of manufacturing activities which in turn will 
accelerate the Job creation, further.

C. Vision for the Confluence (Sangam):
The Four mission mode programs which the Govt. of India has recently kick-started are:

1. The Digital Indiamission is the dream project of PM aiming at transforming India into digitally empowered 
knowledge economy and bringing as many as 2.5 Lakhs Gram Panchayat under broadband connectivity 
and delivering urban speed in the rural. To take the broadband access into the hands/homes of rural 
masses, public hotspots based on Wi-Fi are being planned through managed service/ system model.

2. Make in Indiamission portrays back to the history before Independence where our freedom fighters 
solely concentrated on the materials made in India and discarded the import of foreign goods (Swadeshi 
Movement). Even today, this “Make in India” mission is concentrating in making India a country where 
goods will be produced in India for local consumptionand also export of such products. For a rural hotspot, 
most of the equipment have the potential to be manufactured/sourced in India, and further exporting 
these as well.

3. Skill Indiais concentrating in polishing the talents of India to make it more productive. India is known for 
its talents, from the famous scientists to the famous doctors, from the famous engineers to the famous 
business personalities. Prime Minister has also emphasized this fact as how Indian talents can be used to 
make India a skilled nation and specially increasing their productivity through Multiskilling. 

4. Start/ Stand Up Indiamission aims at creating entrepreneurs and converting “Job Seekers” into “Job 
Givers”. Whereas one village local entrepreneur (VLE) specially among the literate rural women, will 
be created per village i.e., around 6.5 lakhs and one multi-skilled champion per gram panchayat i.e., 
around 2.5 lakhs adding some more related activities jobs will ultimately contribute to one million Blue 
Collared Broadband Champions, in the country. Some of these can be funded by Gram Panchayat, People 
representatives (MP/MLAs), CSR and financial agencies like Mudra, Bandhan bank under the micro-credit 
schemes at easier conditions and reduced interest rate. In the end, a small part of USO fund, which was 
specially created for the purpose can also be tapped.

D. Scope & Size of the “DigiGaonJob Factory” Concept:
Out of the total equipment required for converting a village into Hotspot at least 90% can be manufactured/ 
sourced in India today which can be increased to 100% in coming years. The potential of this to generate 
the employment and business is summarized below: 

Projects Statistics- Next 4 Years (1 USD = 70 INR, 1Cr. = 10Mn, 1 Lakh= 0.1 Mn) – 3.5 B USD

Nos. UNIT Capex (INR) Material Cost Labor Cost

Gram Panchayat (GP) 2.5 Lakhs 5.0 Lakhs 4.0 Lakhs 1.0 Lakhs

Villages 4.0 Lakhs 3.0 Lakhs 2.0 Lakhs 1.0 Lakhs

Total 6.5 Lakhs 24,500 Cr. 18,000 Cr. 6,250 Cr.

Capex Material Cost Indian Manufactured (80%)

Total for GPs INR 12,500 Cr. INR 10,000 Cr. INR 9,000 Cr.

Total for Villages INR 12,000 Cr. INR 8,000 Cr. INR 7,200 Cr.

Total (INR) INR 24,500 Cr. INR 18,000 Cr. INR 16,200 Cr.

In summary, the confluence of these four mission mode programs can immensely contribute to the economy of rural 
India, empower the rural women, alleviate povertyand generate livelihood for rural masses, speedily.

E. Next Step- “Mission”
Establishment of a Social Enterprise at national level consisting of like-minded social entrepreneurs supported by the 
related agencies of Central, State Govt., PSUs, Corporates, Skill Development agencies and rural development NGOs 
with a single point mission to enable “Delivery of Urban Broadband speeds in Rural” in a cost effective, timely and 
sustainable manner and creating at least “One Job per Gaon”.

“DigiGaon Job Factory” - “Making-it-Happen” together- An NGNguru Social PPPPP Initiative inspired by Prof. Yunus’s 
“Grameen”, Dr. Kalam’s “PURA” Vision, “RURBAN”, “Cyber Gram Yojana” and “Digi Gaon” Mission of Govt. of India.



The Conclave took place on the 17th of December at Civil Services Officer’s Institute at KG Marg, 
Delhi.“DigiGaon Job Factory”, the initiative launched in collaboration with Bluetown is an initiative to 
empower women across the length and breadth of India via a digital platform wherein they can be self-
sufficient intrapreneurs and able to sustain themselves through generating jobs for the unemployed. An 
MOU to this effect was signed by Prerna Singh and the Country Head of Bluetown, Hitender Kumar.

The conclave was well attended by several dignitaries, notably Ira Singhal IAS, Dy. Commissioner NDMC, 
Sunita Sanghi- Additional Secretary, Ministry of Skill Development, Pradeep Kumar- Member Railway 
Board,  Anil Swarup IAS, Former Education Secretary, Govt of India, Nixon Joseph, President & COO, SBI 
Foundation, Manjushree Dayanand, Administrator, Dr KSSR & Additional charge Media & Publication 
Division at Dr Karni Singh Shooting Ranges, Sports Authority of India, Dr. B B L Madhukar, BRICS Chamber 
of Commerce

With Aruna Sundarajan, Former Secretary DOT

With Ram Narain, Ex ITS, Sr. DDG, DOT

Satya Narain Gupta, Chief mentor of Digigaon Job Factory 
Foundation

Our CEO, Prerna Singh with Dignatories from MTN, BSNL and 
Ministry of Home Affairs

Magazine coverage of Gujarat visit.





IndianOil, a diversified, integrated energy major with presence in almost all the streams of oil, gas, 
petrochemicals and alternative energy sources; a world of high-calibre people, state-of-the-art technologies 
and cutting-edge R&D; a world of best practices, quality-consciousness and transparency; and a world 
where energy in all its forms is tapped most responsibly and delivered to the consumers most affordably.

Being The Energy of India is much more than just notching up high turnover (Rs. 6,05,924 crore or US$ 87 
billion in 2018-19). It’s far more than being ranked 117th among the world’s largest corporates in Fortune’s 
‘Global 500’ listing, and the vision to become ‘a globally admired company.’

Being The Energy of India is also about IndianOil’s global aspirations, fulfilled to an extent by the formation 
of subsidiaries in Sri Lanka, Mauritius, the UAE, Singapore, Sweden, USA and The Netherlands. It is about 
pursuing diverse business interests with the setting up of over 20 joint ventures with reputed business 
partners from India and abroad to explore global opportunities.

With its over 33,500-strong team, taking the lead in meeting India’s energy demands efficiently and 
effectively today, just as it has done over the last six decades, and an enterprise that fuels India’s core 
sectorfor economic development.

Business interests encompasses the entire hydrocarbon value chain- from refining, pipeline transportation & 
marketing, to exploration & production of crude oil & gas, petrochemicals, gas marketing, alternative energy 
sources and globalisation of downstream operations. 

As The Energy of India, IndianOil accounts for nearly half of India’s petroleum products market share, with 
sales of about 90 million tonnes in 2018-19. Over 32% national refining capacity and 71% downstream sector 
pipelines throughput capacity are with IndianOil. What’s more, the IndianOil Group owns and operates 11 of 
India’s 23 refineries, with a combined refining capacity of 80.7 million metric tonnes per annum (MMTPA). 
IndianOil refineries are on the last leg of upgradations to produce world-class BS-VI compliant automotive 
fuels for supplies across the country from 1st April, 2020.

IndianOil’s 14,200-km cross-country pipelines network facilitates the transportation of crude oil to refineries 
and finished products to high-demand centres in an efficient, economical and environment-friendly manner. 
Its throughput capacity of 94.20 MMTPA for crude oil and petroleum products and 21.69 MMSCMD for gas 
makes it one of the largest pipeline networks in the world.

As the second largest player in India in natural gas, IndianOil is aggressively promoting this eco-friendly fuel 
among all user segments: industry-transport-homes-commercial establishments. The Corporation aspires 
for leadership in the R-LNG segment, and is investing/enhancing share in LNG sourcing, import terminals, 
cross-country gas pipelines, city gas distribution (CGD) networks and bulk supplies by road-tankers. With an 
ambitious agenda of covering 40 Geographical Areas (GA) on its own as well as with reputed joint venture 
partners, IndianOil’s investment on development of CGD networks, to offer piped natural gas (PNG) to 
households and compressed natural gas (CNG) as auto-fuel, in the next eight years is likely to be about Rs. 
10,000 crore.

The Corporation has been partnering communities in which it operates by supporting innumerable 
initiatives connected with health, family welfare, education, environment protection, provision of potable 
water, sanitation, and empowerment of women and other marginalised groups. IndianOil has always been 
leading from the front in times of national emergencies, and has time and again rallied to help victims of 
natural calamities by maintaining uninterrupted supply of petroleum products and contributing to relief and 
rehabilitation measures in cash and kind.

Indian Oil at a Glance



gyan Vahini 
National Knowledge 
Transport Grid (NKTG)

INTRODUCTION

To live the dream of 5 trillion-dollar economy, the most important enabling asset required by the country will be 
Digital Infrastructure. The digital infrastructure is critical to delivering the next wave of communications, innovation 
and economic growth in the country.

Many elements of digital infrastructure are available in the country in islands and silos and with different ownership 
models with - Government, Public & Private Sector. Also, the ambitious National Optical Fiber Network project 
(BharatNet) of Govt. aims to just bridge the middle-mile gap and will contribute only around 6 lakhs KM (25%) of 
required 25 Lakhs Kms OFC network throughout the nation. Due to limited access of this, stakeholders are not able 
to exploit it to its full potential to deliver the services to end-users in cost-effective, timely and affordable manner. 
The creation of an Open Access National Digital Infrastructure Grid will help in reducing the dependency on a single 
owner asset and will enable transport of traffic through existing infrastructures, seamlessly and resulting into optimal 
utilisation of critical resources.

Currently, India boasts of about 23 Lakh Kms. of OFC, around 5.2 lakh Radio Towers and around 4 Lakh Wi-Fi Hotspots 
which are mushrooming all over the country. All these are the ideal ingredients for creation of a nation-wide Digital 
Transport Grid, by using Functional Separation (separation of infrastructure layer from service provision), Blockchain 
Cooperative concept and funding through National Digital Infrastructure Finance Corporation, Infrastructure 
Investment Trust (InvIT) & Crowd - Sourcing.

The strong backbone digital infrastructure in the form of fiberisation will definitely enable leapfroging inadequacies 
in the data transport world, all of this can be overcome with the formation of National Knowledge Transport Grid and 
overseen by it with a special purpose autonomous body like: National Fibre Authority. Also, sharing of Optical fibre 
Network could be one of the options for efficient utilisation of this network asset, there is an urgent need to separate 
service provision and infrastructure layer.

What is needed is efficient management and pooling of all fibre assets in a country wide backbone infrastructure 
pool by using the mechanism of Functional Separation and Blockchain Cooperative. This will unlock the potential 
of underutilised infrastructure by generating more revenue from dormant asset and can become a saviour for the 
floundering telcos, in the country.

Gyan Vahini - THE CONCEPT

Gyan Vahini (National Knowledge Transport Grid - NKTG) entity will be a consortium of all such stakeholders who have 
some transport infrastructure for their own use, and all wants to be the part of common National Digital Infrastructure 
Grid. Infrastructure sharing will initially be limited to the Optical Fibre Assets and all such assets will be shared on the 
basis of spare and usable capacity. All the contributers will keep utilising the existing infrastructure for their own use 
and additional infrastructure from the pool, in lieu of their contribution in the consortium pool. All the TSPs/ISPs will 
be allowed to participate in the consortium setup with the all or the part of optical fibre infra they are possessing with 
the, starting with the PSU telcos initially.

Creation of an Open Access National Digital 
Infrastructure Grid through Blockchain Cooperatives, 
Functional Separation and Infrastructure Investment 
Trust (InvIT) using Smart Contracts

Satya N. Gupta

NGNguru India 
sg.ngnguru@gmail.com



THE BENEFITS

The main advantages for various stakeholders of Gyan Vahini are summarised below:
  Gyan Vahini initiative will help public (Govt.) infrastructure providers/telcos/network operators like: BSNL, BBNL, 

RailTel, Power Grid and GAILTEL in monetising their Optical Fibre assets as well as turning the spare capacity of 
their network into additional revenue stream, thus creating Value for Stakeholders, Wealth for Nation and lot of 
Jobs.

 It will create a much-needed seamless nation-wide Digital Backbone Network by making maximum use of the 
existing infrastructure.

 It will help in unlocking the potential of the optical fibre assets of the public sector players like: BSNL, BBNL, 
RailTel, Power Grid and GAILTEL and eventually turning-around BSNL which has been diving fast in losses due to 
underutilisation of its assets.

 It will help, in operation and maintenance of the transmission network to meet the uptime.
 BSNL/MTNL/BBNL will be able to get working capital debt against these assets without any sovereign guarantee.

A CONCEPTUAL BUSINESS CANVAS OF ‘GYAN VAHINI (NATIONAL KNOWLEDGE TRANSPORT GRID 
– NKTG)’ TO DEPICT INTERPLAY OF VARIOUS STAKEHOLDERS

KEY PARTNERS KEY ACTIVITIES VALUE 
PROPOSITION

CUSTOMER 
RELATIONSHIP

CUSTOMER 
SEGMENTS

  Govt. Telcos (BSNL, 
BBNL, RAILTEL, 
POWERTEL, GAILTEL)
  Pvt. Telcos (Rjio, 
Airtel, Voda-Idea, Tata 
Communication, Rcom)
  IP-1 Companies (ATC, 
VIOM, GTL etc.)
  ISPs
  Managed Network 
Service Providers
  USOF (Universal 
Service Obligation Fund)
  OEMs

  To form a Cross-
Industry Joint-Stock 
Consortium (SPV)
  To take stock of the 
Existing Infrastructure 
(GIS map, Capacity 
Route.Km)
  To provide existing 
capacity utilisation & 
spare capacity data
  Create open-
access National Digital 
Infrastructure Grid

  To offer Digital 
Connectivity 
Anywhere, Anytime, 
Any-Capacity 
to Telcos, ISPs, 
Enterprises, End 
Users.
  To make use of 
idling/under-utilised 
resources
  To create 
employments for 
specially skilled 
manpower
  To generate 
Entrepreneurs in 
rural areas as VLEs & 
Franchisees

  Blockchain Based 
Smart Contracts
  Initial Token Offer 
(ITO)

  Telcos
  ISPs
  Enterprises
  Govt. Bodies
  End Users

KEY RESOURCES CHANNELS

  Existing Fibre-based 
Ground  Infrastructure
  Existing Radio 
Based Transmission 
Infrastructure
  Existing Tower 
Infrastructure
  Data Centres
  NOCs
  MSAN – Multi Service 
Access Nodes (Point of 
Presence)

  Franchisees
  Agents
  Digital Electronic 
Platform (Bandwidth 
Pool)
  VLEs

COST STRUCTURE REVENUE STREAMS

  Notional Valuation of the Spare Capacity contributed by the key partners, 
quantified through MIU*Km measure
  Network Upgradation Capex
O&M Costs
  Specialised manpower including Blockchain Experts

  IRU pre-sale of capacity to Telcos, ISPs & 
Govt. Bodies
  Annual/Long-Term lease of capacity to 
Enterprises
  Retail sale of capacity through Channels

S TRATEGYZER Business Canvas for Gyan Vahini
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